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Principles of borroWing

Loan Words sometimes bring into a/' /new sounds or
new sequences of sounds, but inipany tas ign sounds are
changed to conform to the native'photiol system. Fbrthermore,
tht manner of mativizitIon is qulte fe People don't simply
substitute en arbitrary native foreign sound. An
adequate theory of phonology .as to the process of
adaptation of foreign words*/inA th ivized phonological and
phonetic representations. ='

That thmy cannot be explain ade uately in terms of a
'phonetic approximation' hypothe is o by 'phonemic approximation'
based on the theory of taxonori pho emits was convincingly.- demon -

strated by Hyman (1910). att 'opted to viewthe phenomena of
borrowing in the sight of On ati e phonology. Working with loan
words in-Nupe,' a kwa lingua of central Nigeria, he proposed
principles which account fo his data, but do not seem adequate
for borrowing prodesses 1 gene al. That is, there seem to be
some cases 'Mere his prin iPle allow several alternative
substitutions for cIrtei for ign segments, but without any principled
way of choosing,imong t em. Since the data suggest .that the process
of nativization'does n t al ow so many alternatives, his principles
need revisions. In th following section I will first discuss the
cases where 4.yran's ypothesesiresult in indeterminacy and then
some alternative principles which seem to account for borrowing
more adequately.

1.1. Hyman's.hypotheses

Hyman0-iprinciples of borrowing are:

O

4 Foreign sounds are perceived in terms of underlying
forms. (19 }-

2. Foreign segments equivalent to native segments
derived by rule are lexicalized as the corresponding
nitive.underlying forms. (39)

There partial contradiction between'these two hypotheses: If

a fang to has phonetic sequence yz which is derived from the
underOing byarulex4,yt z and it also has, an underlying
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sequence yz, does the language lexicalize the borrowed sequence yz i
as zz or ye When the opposition of underlying x and y completely.
neutralises is the environment _z, the sequencevill he lexicalixed
as yz according to his first principle, but as xX according to his
second principle. Hyman gives no resolving principle.

Secondly, his principles cannot give a sufficient explanation
for why Nupe speakers create an epenthetic vowel in borrowing a
consonantecluster inadmissible in the native-system. He Says it
is because the morpheme structure of Nupe is (V)CY(CV) 8iit this .

doesn't tell why Nupe speakers insert a vowel.rathertban simplify
the consonant cluster. Either process would change en inadmissible
cluste to conform to the native (V)CV(CV) pattern.

Finally I would like to consider hie third principleLy

3. When a foreign segment .appears in an environment in
which the equivalent native derived segaent4oes not
appear, then the'form of the incoming foreign word
is, modified so that the structural desCription of
that rule is met and the segment in queition'is then
derived in the appropriate environment. ;(4174

It means that When a language which has, a rules y -1 .borrows
a sequence yw where w is distinct from z, w is:cban ed to z so that
y is derived-in the appropriate'environment by the ule x y / . z.

This principle is too strong, because it alloys; e than one
substitution for the segment or segments deneted y w above', and
doesn't predict what will actually happen. ;4!Fir examplea.Japanese
has a rule which palatalizes a consonant bef0 :Jelt0,111,gh front vowel
01 and the high front glide y. By this rule', re are the sequences
Ci, dya, eyo and Cyu, but no Ce. There are, 6y ,pr aye>, since the
glide y is deleted before the front vomels ;beta the palatalization
rule applies. Cya, Cyo and Cyu becOine.,0 d Cu.yiespectively,
by the rule which deletes y,afterpaXat consonants. In summary.
Japanese has the sequences Ci, ei,,eo t no . Now according
to 'Hymen's hypothesis 3, when 4iplyieS owsi. equence Ce, speakers
would change its vowel e to ,aosieioth`r s gment so that the palatalized
consonant is derived in the-spprop i at environment by the
palatalization rule of Japanese-.- is unclear here is how a new
environment will be chosen when,'rher' areaaveral alternatives. In
this case all the following's niCare possible.

,s; i.

66

It seems thatjleY
original one {ruts

(Cyo)

(Cyu)

a,/ (CYa)

ssumei that the segment closest to the
ive 14atures) is chosen in such a case.

*
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i and o are closer to e than u and a because they differ item e
by only one feature, while u and a ffeefrom e by two, so that
i or o would be chosen.' But sti the0 is no way to choose one
of them systematically. FUrtherm e, Jipanese data show that the
change of environments . indicated y principle 3 is very rare. In
the case of Ce, the consonant isdepalataliied when nativized.
But the vowel insertion in Jap se observed in the borrowing of
words with consonant clusters o with a word-final consonant
suggests that some weaker ver on of the principle is necessary.
The Nupe data which required to setup principle 3, on the
other hand, could be exploded without it, as I shall show id the
following section.

1.2. Borrowing in nat al phonology

iiit
I now examine b rowing based on the,theory. of natural phonology

(Stampe 19680.969) It; is possible to view the borrowing process.
as parallel tp ch,idre s acquisition of phonological representations%
If incoming Ore gn s ds are admissible underlying segments in the
native phonolbg cal stem they will be represented in the lexicon
without change. T is, the foreign phonetic representations will
be' adopted es der ying forms. In this case there will be no
conflict bepwe 's principles land 2. In the case I cited,
yz will be.le ic= ized as yz unless some information is available
which prevents th s underlying representation. .1f, on the other
hand, some foreign sounds are underlyingly inadmissible, they will
be analyzedby suitable native rules to obtain admissible repre-
sentations. That is, segments will be analyzed (according to certain
rules) 04y when they are inadmissible irt the lexicon. I will refer
to the opkrative rules, which constrain underlying representation,
as,Idomi4mntl. Suppose thatthe native phonological system of a
language/ has a dominant rule x . y eliminating x from the lexicon.
If /it 1201 a rule v.* M/ z. dominated by the above rule and
allowil0 a superficial x,*the foreign sequence xz will be analyzed

vik as wz, since x is an inadmissible underlying segment.2 If wz,

,etaiMd after analysis, is still inadmissible, further analysis
will ';.carried out until some admissible segment is obtained,
proii d that there is a rule available in the native system to -
cope. ith ft.

f some foreign segments cannot be analyzed as admissible
and lying representations in the native system, they will be
ref stered as violations of the rules which prohibit theM. Since
thOpe rules do apply to them, no hearer would ever have the chance
tm!notice the irregular representation in the lexicon of the
bprower. He will, therefore, treat them just like the native
ifOms in learning and.represent,them in the lexicon without any of
lithe irregularity observed in'the borrower's lexicon,

The children who are learning a langilage will finally revise
),the:the innate system of rules 40-that admissible representations will
ii:be achieved for all the fotms they hear from adults. But it seems
to be very difficult for adults who have once acquired a phonological
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system to rev se it to comprise new segments or new sequences of
segments. In-many cases perception itself seems to be constrained
by the native system, so that4peakers perceive foreign sounds in
terms of the native phonological system. hen some segments
have to be registered in viola ative rules* the borrower will
change his inadsjissi erlying representations to admissible
ones sooner or r, unlessAle.learns to revise the native systee
to Allow them. In other words, the inadmissible forms which were
first registered in the lexicon will be changed to admissible ones
by the application of the dominant`rules which constrain them - -a.-a,
process I refer to as the estructuring of underlying representations'.

In summary, foreign segments will be put in-the lexicon as they
are on the surface unless they are inadmissible underlying segments.
If they are inadmissible, they will be analyzed, by the native rules
until some'admissible representation is obtalued. If.a segment
cannot be analyzed as en admissible form in the native system, it
will be- represented in the lexicon as it is and finally will be
restructured by the dominant native rules.

1.3. Re-examination of Himan's data

Let us re-examine some of the Nupe data under the new hypotheses.
The foreign phonetic sequence ei which Hyman gives to exemplify his
principle 1 will be put in the lexicon as it is, according to our
principle, since it is an admissible underlying sequence of Nupe. .

'Consequently it becomes subject to the phonological rules of Nupe,
and will be realized as gYi by the ipplicationof the.Nupe Spirant
palatalization rule and the general assimilation rule.

The next problem concerns en epenthetic vowel, for which there
are at least two possible explanations. First, suppose that the
fact that Nupe doesn't have consonant clusters is explained by an
epenthesis rule of the form CC. CVC, and that Nupe doesn't have a
rule which derives superficial CC. Then CC in foreign words will
be put in the lexicon as such, in violation of the rule CC CVC,

because-CC cannot be analyzed as an admissible sequence in the
native systim. In the realization of this CC, the rule CC CVC
will apply and create CVC. The epenthetic vowel is subject to the
other constraints Hyman discusses.

A second explanation is possible. Suppose that Nupe morpheme
structure is constrained by a rule like CC-4 C, and that Nupe "has a
rule CVC CC, dominated ,by the former rule. The latter .Aight

not appear at the normal speed of speech, but (according t S'ampe)
it is a quite common.rule in fast speech, so that it would bO
plaustkle.for.Nupe.to have-such a fast speech rule. Then C would
be anted as admissible CVC: Whatever the case is, ther is an
explanation for the fact that consonant clusters are up by
vowels, rather than in some other way. We need morel' s-about
Nupe phonology to determine exactly what is going on here, of
course.

it
One of the facts which leads Hyman t9 set up pr pciple 3 is

4 the substitution of vowels after labialized and palatalized

I
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consonants in some loan words; there, Nupe speakers change unrounded
front vowels into rounded back ones after labialized COnsonants,
and rounded back ones into unrounded front= ones after palatalized
consonants. Nupe has an assimilation rule of the form:

V
- 'aC+cons3 round / around

back aback

But this assimilation rule doesn't apply to a foreign sequence
like fiu; rather, the vowel u in it is converted into i, so that fi
is derived in an appropriate environment by the assimilation rule.
Thus, Nyman concludes that a principle like 3 is necessary. What he
assumes here is that Nupe has a consonant assimilation rule but not
a rule assimilating features of a vowel to those of a preceding(
consonant. But it is pbssible to assume that Nupe his such a rule,
for there are other languages which have this rule and there is no
reason why Nupe speakers cannot employ it. We merely cannot observe
it normally, since it is ordered before the consonant assimilation
rule, and since the palatalized and labialized consonants arise only
by the consonantsssimilation rule. If we assume that Nupelas such
a vowel assimilation rule (VAR), and a depatalization-delabialization
rule (DR) which prohibits underlying palatalized and labialized
consonants, then the borrowing of 5u will be explained as follows:
fiu vill\he put in the lexicon in violation of VAR and DR. VAR and
DR appleto it in this order to derive si. That is, si is the
restructured underlying representation. The spirant palatalization
and generi; assimilation rule apply to it in the process of derivation,
and it will\be realized as Ori. 'I show the process of analysis and
realization-in the diagram below. The upward arrow indicates an
analysis of foreign segments-as native underlying representation
(including a direct transfer Of foreign phonetic representation) and
the downward,i4vow the realization process in the native system.

/fiu/ /si/ i 61 . i COO

VAR DR spirant general
. palatal-- assiMila-

restructuring /nation tion
of the under-
lying repre-
sentation

In the folloWing section, I will discuss some English loan words
4.Japanese accordingto the .above principles of borrowing, as a
farther validation of them.

a
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2. English loanbrds in Japanese

In addition to numerous Chinese loan words; Japanese has
borrowed Reny words from Western.languages--Englisho German, Prendh,
Dutch, Italian and Russian. Modern Japanese is especially full
oftEnglish loan words, which sometimes,make language purist. fro a.

In this section I examine some English loans in Japanese to
see whether the hypotheses in the previous section givi a correct
account of the actual` borrowing process. And at the Same time I

'discuss same preferties Of the system of Japanese phonology which
are revealed in the process of borrowing. All the rules will be
Presented quite internally.

2.1. Palatalizat1on

In Japanese, consonants are palatalized before the high front
veiel i or the high front glide y. This is expreesed by the
following rule:

1. Palatalization
-cons

Cpal3 / +high
,[]

-back

supOrficially palatalized consonants can be derived by
rule 1, we ash assume that Japanese has, ordered before rule 1, a
rule which 'dePalatelized underlying consonants:

2. Depalatalizetion

C [-pal]

Rule 2 does not manifest itself in substitutions; it merely requires
underlying consonants to be nonpalatal. The glide y is lost after
superficially palatalized consonants.

3. y -loss

c
y - /

Rule 3 merely supplies phonetic detail, but it will be crucial to
my account of certain borrowings. I examine first how the English
palatalized velar stops k and * are borrowed into Japanese.

In English, f and g are derived from k and g respectively by
the process of palatalization before and after the front vowels
(Bach 1968, 128-9). When velars occur betieen two vowels, the second
vowel determines their value; consequently'l and * don't occur befoke
a nonfront vowel even if they are preceded by a front vowel (instead
k and g occur there). Thus palatalized velars occur in such words
as Cfip] tkeepl', [fin 'kick', Cfeyf] 'cake°, CtIgct] 'ticket',
Cgendi] [gift] 'gift', Cbolegi3 'bogie', Cgeym] 'game',

r
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Cgest3.1.guesti, Cgip3 'gap'. I will discuss in this section only
how the palatalized velar followed by front vowels are
borrowed, leaving those preceded -by front vowels to the section on
vowel inslortion.

1 or g followed by the high front vowel in such words as Clip',
"gig, bowgi, gIft3 will be interpreted as underlying k and g by
undoing rule 1, in order to eliminate the palatalized consonants
which are banned by rule-2.. Since the ki and gi are admissible, they
are not SulFject to further analysis. They wlilbe reOresented as
such in the lexicon and zfealized as gi and gi phonetically by the
application of rule 1. The analysis and realization of'these
consonants thus exact* parallels that of native words Iiks Clinu],
underlying /kinu/ 'silk' and Climu3, underlying /gimu/ 'duty'.

Palatalized velars before 'a nonhigh front vowel cannot be
analyzed as nonpalatal by rule 1 because it applies only before high
front vowels. This would require suptconsonants to be registered
as underlyingly palatal, in violation of rule 2. However, rule 4,
furnisheS a way of avoiding this. By rule 3 a sequence such as CE,
where ria a nonhigh front vowel, can be analyzed as CyE, thus
furnishing the high front segment which permits further analysis
as CyE by rule 1. Thus such sequences as gm and be will be ana4zed
as gYa and gym by rule 3, and further as kym.and gym by rule 1..a
in kyn and Ban will be replaced by rules determining -the vowel system
of.Japanese.J The following diagram shows the protess'of borrowing
and realization of Tae and OB.

163 # gym # /kya/ i /kya/ i Eye 4. Cie]

Egia3 t gym 1 /aye/ 4. An/ i gya i cga3

3 1 1 ' 3.

Examples:4

English .

Cgmndi3
Clop]

OM)]
Cbeg)

'candy4.,

'cap'
'gap'
Igao

Japanese

Clandii]
Clappli3

Cgappli]

Cgagu3

As described above, gs and g in many words come out as la and
ga in Japanese, but there are also numerous words where they come out
as ka and ga, with plain stops, as in the following examples:

English Japanese

Cgalendol 'calendar' Ckarendaa]

Cgats1.40 'catalog' Ckatarogu]

Cgss3 'gas, Cgaini]

(*elan] 'gallon' Cgarolni

13
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I think this is because thepalatality of the velar stops before
1s in English is relatively..weak and Sometimes is not perceived by
sneakers of Jiipanese, who,conieggently represent the stops as
underlying k and g, mithoutNWCanalysis described above.°

- To account fOr'the'bobrowing of le and 4e, we have to take into
consideration krule of %Jae Deletion in Opanese:

4. Glide deletion

[oalit] 0 / Tc.

low
k]

.

. Ther4 is, y is deleted before the nonlowfront vowels i and e,and w
before the bpck nonlow vowels u ando. This rules,- constrains under-

iyinrepresentation, so that there can be no underlying ye vs. e.
le and ge can be analyzed as lyeand gye by rule 3'and then as kye and
gye by rule 1, thereby conforming to the 'prohibition against palatalized
consonants (rule 2). But kye anR gye'violate the prohibition against
underlying ye imposed by rule 4. The'Engliih sequences le and ge
cannot be analyzed, therarore, as any'representation which is admissible
in the Japanese system. If they are registered as kye and gye, rule
4 is violated; if as le and ge, rule 2 is violated. In. either treat-
ment, the sequenced will be pronOunced as ke and ge)

/kye/ + /ke/ + MO /gye/ + /ge/ + 403
4 , 4

/KO + /Re/ + Cke3 ~ //e/ + /ge/ + Cge3
2 2

The learner's representation will thus be restructured to ke and ge,
unless he learns to manage the foreign sounds by changing the native
system in some way. The following examples confirm the above discussion.

English

CtIict3
Cleyl3
Cgcst3
Cgeym3

Japanese

'ticket' aiketto3
'cake' Ckeell3

'guest' Cges4to3
'game'. Cgeemu3

Next I discuss how the English alveopalatal obstruents ;, ;,
3 are borrowed.

The voiced sibilant z in Japanese hhs the tendency tobe affricated.
For some speakers z and dz are in free variation, pnd for others
they are in complementary distribution. Mieko Ban reports on her own
speech, where dz occurs word initially and z in other positions (Han,
50). The palatalized voiced sibilant, i, on the other hand, is
affricated everywhere, though the Uhaffricafed g might appear
occasionally in very limited environments. The affrication of the
voiced sibilant in the same dialect. as Han's could be foimulated as
follows:



5.- Affrication of the voiced sibilant,

- son

+eont 4 C+del rel] /
+gaol

a

9

The coronal stops.t and d are affricated before the high vowels,
1 and 11 and the glide 7.

6. Aftrication of coionaloitops A

-son
- cont C+del rel3 / [-;Zit
+cor

This means that the opposition between z and d neutralizes in certain
environments.

The derived (1,e. systematic phonetic) 1, 1z, and is are

\
Phonetically more like the alveopalatal obstruents C713, EC3 than

's like the.palatalized alveolar obstruents C13, Cdz], Cts3, The points
artAculation of these segments are in the "repasts]. region.

kedbc/I propose rule 7, which converts 1,-de end is into s, bind
CP, respectivelY.- This rule merelg supplies phonetic detail. but it .

plays s role in borrowing the s, c and of. English.

7.

tsq

English si w111 be interpreted as 11 by rule T hence as
underlying si by rule 1. It will be realized as si by the application
of these iules. ;1 will be analyzed as tsi by rule T, further as ti
by rule 6 and rule 1; it will die realized as.ci by the application of
these rules, . .

There are two possible interpretatioiia;f0r 31, shown in the
following diagram;

(A) C313 4 dz# t 11' s /zi/ i 11 i dzi i C3l3

e.

(B) C3i3 dzi t di /di/ di dzl CjI3

6 1 6

(In base (B), azi could first be depalatalized (rule 1) and then
destfricsted(rule 6), shire the palatalization and the affrication
of coronal stops are not in en orderingirelation, but there is no
difference. in the resultant form..) . There is no empiriCal evidence

as to whether the underlying ford of i is,/z1/ or /d1/, since in
either case the superficial form Is C 13.

T 5 . 1 1 5 7

10-

.
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The remarks appropiiate to le and ge should apply to
and Ie as well. That is, we expect them to be depalatilized.as 6e,
te, and ze or de, respectively. But, unlike le and ge, they are not
completely nativised in sank caseeLthe palatality of the consonants
before e is kept here against the native rule. The problem of what
kind of native rules are easily modified in borrowing is an interesting
one, but it ipnot in the scope of this paper. I couldn't find. -any

example where c: ia completely nativi;ed as te,ibut I have some
examples where se aaje are completely nativized. I consider je
here, since there are' two possibilities in net/iv/Mite, namely ze
and de.

After analysis by rule.7 as dze, 3e could be registered either
as /de/ or /fe/ in violation of mile 2, or /dye/ or /zye/ in
violation of rule 4. Let he.azamine the latter cases first.

(C) Cie] 4 dze 4 fe 4 lye + /zye/ 3 /ze/ Cdza3

5 .11 1 5.
)

1

(D) (3e3 4- dze 4" de 4 dye 4 /dye/ V" /de/ (de]

7- 6 L 1

The y-- insertion might apply before deaffrication in analysis, since,
they are.not in an ordering relation, but the resulting underlying
forms would be the same. The phonetic outcome Cdz.3 of (C) appears
usually word-initially in the dialect with which I am concerned. Now
the data show that the analydis (C) is actually employed by Japanese.

English" Japanese

Ciclai4n3 Cdzeraginl-
C 'jelly' Cdzerii3
C zs;1-3 'gesture' -0 Cdzestaaa3

This might, be because dze is phonetically closer to 3e than
de is, being dikferbnt from it only by one feature, deeply (+anterior].
but from de by two, (+anterior] and (-delayed relea6p3. Or it might
be because the affrication of the coronal stops is.ordered before the.
affriFation of the voiced sibilant, thbugh this or erinr doest
manifest itself in the natiVe systei. Then the alysis would be
the reverse of the order for generation. dzean yzed as ze rather
than de. But'at present I have no, independent, bpportfor this
ordering.

There is on fact in,dialpcts of Japanese which suggests that
3e is more closely related to ze than to de. There are some dialects
in Eyuusyup where the sibilants, s -and z.are palatalized not only
before i and y but also before e. That/As, they are palatalized'
before front vowels and a glide. Butithis palatalization before e

.

J.
4
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doesn't affect the lentil stops, tend d. This minds vet have "le
(and often 3e .as a free variant) in these dialect for sejdze).
in'tbe Mayo* dialed and suggests a.olose relation-between/3e 4' p,

and ze (rather than de). And as x mention in footdote.T; Japspride
' spirants sight have deieloped from affricates historfcaltyt ,1'

Let us Consider next whether we'can get the sade'result if j
is. registered as de or ze in vinlation.of rule 2. . !

(E) C3e a + Sze gel
.

lzat * Sdie3 '4

7 5 1 5

(F) Cjel i 'dze $ /de/ /de/ + Ede3

7 . 6 . 1

The adoption of the asaly2is (p) can be Explained as above'
;a4 co, cu, Ta, To and in will be analyzed as

dya, syo, etc., with y in the underlyingrepresentatiion, as in 1
and &line ektuipies: .

English

Cria:p3

. Csat3
Ciut3
Csa:t7-3
Ccok3

(cull) gAm3

C owk3
C us3

2.2. Vowel insertion

'sharp'

'shot'

'shoot'

'Charter'
'chalk'

'chewing gun'
'Jump'
'Joke'

'Juice'

Japanese

iaaii3
Cootto3
Ctuuto3
Ccaatat3
aonki3
CLuiggamU3

C

lampi3
ooki3-
uus%3

mecawley (1968;,..314) has claimed that standard Japanese is a
mora-counting syllable language, in which the syllable functions
as the prosodic unit and the mora as the unit of phonological distance.
A more consists of aconsonant plus a vowel., a glAde plus a vowel,
a vowel alone, a mora nasal, or a more obstruent,0 so that Ckii3 (111

'key', CpeN3 'peat, Cyotto3 'yacht' are respectively two, two and
three mores. Among these mores, the more nasal and the more obstrient
don't constitunt syllables, but.rather each constitutes a syliabiAL

' with a preceding mora. Thus CpeN3 'pen' and Cyotto3 'yacht''have
respectively'one and two syllables,. .A long vowel which is phono-
logically two identical short vowels also counts as one syllable,
as does a diphthong (although both of them are twomoras),'so that
Ckii3 'key!..and Ctal3 'tie' are both one-syllable wordy.

There are'onstraints on the distribution of some of the syllables.
The 'syllable (C)VG, where the last Cis the more obstruent, cannot

12,
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occur word-finally. Moreoier, the syllable which follows must begin
with the same obstruent as the morn obstruent. Thus, there araonly_
two kinds of consonant clusters in-Japanese, namely the cluster of
two identical voiceless.obstraents (pp, tt, kk, ss) and df the mora
nasal plus a consonant.

The above facts about syllabli structure will be described by
the following set of rules:.

-.8.

9.

lo.

'11.

12.

13.

lk .

CC

C

-son
+Ira

Villas]

C

C
(-son>

A..,

C/

C-son] / .

/

atuClt

Boor
<ycont>{

C omas]

C +son]

[-son] / [-son]

at.
8cor

<ycont;

0 /

11

Rune 8 says that there is no consonant cluster before or after the
syllable' boundary. Rules 9 and 10 state that a syllable
consonant is an obstruent and that a voiced obstruent beCbmes nasal in
this position.1° Rule11 changes the nasal obstruent into a sonorant:
That the moramasal thus generated it homogranic with the following
tonsonant is stated by rule 13. Rules 12 and 13 insure that
,syllable-fital voiceless obstruent is identical to the following
obstruent. Rule 14 says that there is: no wo'r'd -final consonant..

Now I'examine what processes apply to a tOnsonant'cluster:Or.a.
void-final consonant of English in:borrowing. If there were no
rulewhich derived a syllable-final consonant and which was'dominated
by rules 8 through 1k, then medial consonant clutters-would be
simplified by 8, after which there would be'nasalization and
assiillation by 9 through 13, *nd a word-final consonant would be .

.geleted by 14. But Japagpse has a so -callei'devoicingorule, which.
provides Japanese speakers with the way to cope with numerous
consonant clusters Zr word-final consonants in'Eiglish.

The phenomenon of vowel devoiqing in Japanese is quite
.complitated, and an exact descriptibt'has not beenworked out yet.,
The folldwing devoicing rule is given by McCawley (127 ..,at an
approximation.

13



15\ Devoicing

r v
1.+high I C-voi3 / C-voi3'

13

{c voi3

That is, the higOLvowels are devoiced between voiceless consonants
Or betweens voiceless consonant and a word boundary. The above
rule doee' not express the fact that when several consecutive
syllables-each contain a high short'voiel.between voiceless consonants,
only alternate vowels become voiceless., the choice of the syllables
to be devoiced depending on several factors (such as the particul
vowels affected, the consonants of the environment., and the pitch f
the.syllable).. Devoicability also varies withtthespeed of speech.

Sccording.ta an acoustic study by Mao Han (1962; 20) only the high
voweli.i and u are &voiced at the normal speed of speech, as in...
McCalAey's.formulation. The other vowels are often weakened under
certain circumstances but, they are usually not dericed it 'normal
speaking tempo'. Han's experiment doesn't treat Apt speech extensively,
but at one point she mentions that such a sequence as /susuki/
'Japanese'pampas grass' is reduced to Csts:ki3 or even Cs:ski3 ,

and /huhuku/ 'dincontentl to Ch:h:ku3 or even to Ch4;klain fast speech"'
That is; the high vowels are actually deleted, rather than merely.
..devoiced, under certain conditions. Among the consonants, fricatives
show the greatebt effect on devoicing, then affricates and finally
stops. 'Since a vowel is inserted in borrowing where -there is none
in the original word, a stronger form of rule 15, that is, a rule bf
'deletion rather than just devoicing, is the one I consider to be
reversed. I assume the following fast speech rule' is used to analyze
borrowed words which'have consonant clusters or word-final consonants.12

16. Deletion of high vowels (fast speech)

I+high 0 / [-voil

The high vowels are usually devoiced or deleted only between voiceless
obstruents or a voiceless obs$ruent and a word boundary, but the
insertion is carried on after voiced consonants. too. Hence 1 will
suppose that rule 16 is expanded to the environment of voiced
consonants in borrowing.

The next problem concerns which of the two high vowels i and u
is chosen as the epenthetic vowel. Here we notice that the environments
of devoicing for these two vowels are not actually the same, beiause
palatalization precedes devoicing; we have Cgaa3 'train', alka3
'deer', etc., but not Ckaa3 or Csika3. That is, the consonant before
i which is subject to devoicing is always palatalized. Thus rule 16

can be decomposed as follows:



u Can cur after both palatalized and p n cOosonankz,vsince y -.
loss C 3) precedes devoieing: For examp
'prime istee fromthe'underlying /syusyoo/ e application of
palatalization, y-loss and devoa in this order. Becauie of the
ftature of rule 16 discussed-above, when consonant after which a'
vowel is toile inserted is not palatalized or atal, rule 16a.
cannot be used; since its environment is ,ineppropr to then 3.6P_
will be reversed, and we get an epenthetic'u. Some e

English

[Plat] .

[UAW
Mu]
[fork]
Ckrim]
Ceeg?

Cnsaff3-

Cseyf3
Cstowv3
Cktv]
Clod]
[aril]
Maws]
Ctowst/9
Chz]
(ia;]
Chem]
[milk]

Japanese
.

'soup' CsuupAp

'Plot' Cpurotto3
'club' Ckurabu]
'blue' Cburuu3
'fork' C4ockA?
'cream' Ckufiimu3
'gage Cagua

'grill' Cgurirul.
'knife' cAai4A?
'safe' Cseefg
'stove' Csttoobu]
'curve' Ckaabu]'
'bath' Cbasg
'thrill' Csufiru]
'blouse' Cburaajil
'toaster' CtoosAtaa]
Neese' aiizU]

ic sill Mail?
'ham es Chamu3
'milk" Cidrukg

After the palatalized or palatal consonants, either u or i
could be inserted, sioce.both.can occur in this environment. But

there is somephonetic difference between the palatalized consonant
before i and the one before u which doesn't allow an'arbitrary choice
between them.' / will refer to the one before i as bright, and the,'
one before u as dark, though there Might beta better term to characterize

this differeice. The palatilized consonants before a and o have the

same quality as the one before u. I suppoce that Japanese has A low-

is
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level phon is rule that darkens t e palatalized consonants before
getruk-vaowel. 6.---Thit-difteMatt is ii .mart, since Japanese speakers

don't eon e Csgsoo3 'obstacle and CsAsoor'prime minister even,

when the 1 in the first syllable is devoiced or virtually
deleted. Th same phonetic differente exists betweenfu, fu and
Ii, $1,6i r spectively. In the case ofrthe palatalized velars and
palatal affri ates, those before i are phonetically closer to the
corresponding English sounds, while in the case of the palatal
spirants, thos before u are closer. Thue, i is inserted in the
-Avner enviro nt and win the latter.

15

Englis

Cdni3
CatI)
C frOiJ

Cm43
CpIn.C3

CtW63
CspsII3

cPaga
CspAn,13

Ifeyft,.
.CstraY)
Cbrey13

'cash'
fresh.
'match'
'pinch'
'touch'
'sausage'
'page',
'sponge'

'cake'
'strike'
'brake'

Japanese

CfaiIi3
Curessi3
Cma413
COinii3
CtsEEI3
CsooseeIi3
Cpee3i3

CkeeIU]
Csutoraifil
Cbureell3

One'further point about the palatalized velars: the data
show that after the palatalized velars either u or.i is inserted.
When u is inserted the pilatality of the velar stops in the original
Elglish word is not carried over to Japanese. That a, a plain velar
is substituted for the palatalized one. As I mentioned in section
2.1, the palatality of the palatalized velars before the low front
-iri)vb1 is sometimes neglected in borrowing; became* of ihe subtlety
of the palatalization in this environment., Japanese speakers often
perceive 'fronted stops as plain velars. The same situation happens
here. The palatalization of the velar stops in English is a mirror-
image rule. Bach has pointed out that in a mirror-image rule the
influence of the. following segment is stronger than that of the
preceding one. in particular; a velar which follows a front vowel
is more weakly palatalized than a Itelar which precedes a iront vowel;
and it may be that Japanese speakers often do not perceive the weaker
palatality of the 'velar position after efront vowel'. When they miss
the palatality of a velar, they insert u, and when they perceive it,
they insert i. The following list illustrates-insertion of-u after
palatalized velars (with consequent loss* palatality):

English

Ckxka
CUE]
Cpmf3

ti

'kick'
'teak'

'pack'

16

Japanese

ClikkA3,

Cpakki3 .

u-



English Japanese

CbIg lip 'big league' CSiggu fiigu7
culgj . 'bag' Cbagguj
pIlnI13 ' pion ic ' CldkuiiikkAl.

16

I
Il

The vowel-after t and d must be mentioned next. Here neither
i nor'u, but rather o, is usually inserted.- The underlying t and 41.11*%!
are affricated before u and are both palatalised and affricated , q

beforel in Japanese. The choice of o after them, therefore, seems f,

designed to keep the processes of affiication and palatalisation -fro*
applying to them. Thus, the weaker, version of Hmen's third princip 'i'
seems to bcnecessery. This principle predicts a change in the 'ell

environment of a segment so that it will be derived in an environmen Or
-N -

appropriate for the'borrowing language. It was pointedout in secti,

!.

1.1 that this principle is too,powerfUl, in that,it salmis more the
, one substitution in the environment. But ip the present 'case, the

li

.1

epentiiitic vowel -is- chosen so that some'prOcesees will not apply tgi,:.

i

the preceding consonant and sothat the quality of the consonant wl 1
be'kept as close as possible to the original one. So I admit that
something like Hymens's third principle is necessary in such cases,
where new segments are.created.ratherthan-substitutions made tor
existing segments. Why o rather than e*r a is chosen still need .1
explanation.

1

--..

Mieko Han's experiment shows that the I/Jan:we readily devoicid.
than i in the same environment. This correlates,with the fact thet'l:
u is inherently shorter than i in Japanese (Han, 23). Her invest ttion
also shows that o is the third shortest vowel, following u and i: .

it is the case that the shorter it vowel is, the easier it is ,,:

Ito be devoiced or 'deleted, then o would follow u and i in its apili

be 4evoiced. It is usually the high vowels that are de*ote60,13111
o Zoul d be devoiced in fast speech. And it would be devoiced more
easily than e or a. Following are some examples with o inserted after

, t and 4.14
,

":. .,

English Japanese

i
....--A°

.ChItl 'hit' Cfiitto7\ri....

_,.---: [belt] 'belt' 4 Cberuto7

Cstr07 'straw' CsAtoroo7
Cstrayk7 'strike! CsitoraikA7
Cbmnd7 tbaidP Cbando7
CbEd7 'bed' Cbeddo7

CdrI0k7 'drink' CdofiokA7
Cdr/b17 'dribble' Cdofiburu7

Finally, ; would like to make one comMent on the relation between
devocing and accent. The accented syllable is usually not devoiced
(Han, 25) (that is, not deleted in fast speech).15 The loan wordi are
generally accented on the syllable containing the third-from-last mora
(Josephs 1970).16 When this syllable contains the vowel inserted

I

17
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ih-102,...process of borrowing, thelsccent'is often 'moved one more to
the lett4''

English apsnese

Cepren] lapron! epuroN CIpuroN]
CdAb]ss] 'doubles' dabfarusit . cdiburusu]
CsIlvIS 'silver' sirahaa Csirubaa]
CpestEl] 'pastel' pasateru CpAsiteru]
Cfik;en] 'fiction' ikisoN 4- C.ikaoN]
CbIznIs3 'business' bijinesi CSOinesi]

Thns, with regard to accent, the epenthetic vowel is placed in the
most favorable environment for deletion by rule 16.

2'.3. Gemination of consonants

In adopting words with a consonant cluster or a word-final
onsonapt, the. gemination of a consonant is observed in certain cases
n addition to the vowerinsertion. That is, such English words as
Ctip] 'tip', Chit] 'hit' and CiIg] 'kick' come out as aippul,
Cflittog(and MAW, respectively.

lh English both the short vowel and the following consonant of
word-final stressed syllables are considerably lengthened, and this
lengthening of the consonant is especially conspicuous whei it is'
released (the word-final consonant is usuallydunreleased, but it
could bereleased in careful.speech).18 Thus CtIp] and Chit], for
example, arF pronounced as Ccip:I] and aig:1], respectively, in
-careful spe ch.19 I assuiie that these are the forms that were b rrowed
into Japane

In Jipan se the first consonant of a gethinate (that is, the
dyllable=final obstruent) is characteristically unreleased. CC is
phonetically a on6 C. The first consonant is released in the other
environments, so Ccippu] 'tip! is pronounced CCip:1] after the final
vowel is dev9iced or rather deleted. This phonetic output is very
close o the' origi English form.

One fact which upports the above explanation of geminates is
that the final conso t preceded by ai.ong vowel or a diphthong, which
is not lehgthened in glish, is not geminated when borrowed into
Japanese. The argumen is not very strong,, however, since this fact
could also be explained y the condition on Japanese morpheme structure
that VI/ cannot be.follow by CC.

If Japanese speakers orrow,eciee English words from casual speech,
where the word-final conso is are unreleased, they might not perceive
the existence of the final sonant and would probably delete them-
(this may be more true for vo celess obstruents than voiced-ones).
We have some loans which sugge t that this situation has actually
happene&
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Chian
l

;it]. 'white shirt' Cvaliktsi]
Catowbeyk] 'iutobike' Cootobai]
Chmbsat] 'cabinet', cfaSine]

.
.

Voiced obstruents me sometimes geminated and. sometimes are not.

18

e. CbIg] ' 'big' C61ggu]
A
V' Cbtd3 'bed' Cbeddol

*DV 'gag' Cgagu]
VCLAU 'club' Ckursbul

,%1

We also-hive a couple of examples where a voiced obstruent is
geminatend then devoiced.

Cri1nd fig] 'hand bag' Chandobakku3
Cb ia 'bulldog' Cburuclokku]
Ebtd3 'bed' Cbetto3

.

These forms all have doublets with voiced obstruents. Since voiced
geminates are inadmissible in Japanese, Japanese speakers haveto revise
the native systei to allow voiced geminates; if they rail to do it,
voiced geminates will Tither be degeminated or devoiced by the process
of restructuring of inadmissible underlying representations:.;

What has been dismissed so far cen'explain the gemination of
final voiceless consonants (and the occasional gemination of voiced
ones) in word-final stressed syllables, but not the gemination in,
unstressed or medial syllables.

The consonant might be lengthened even in final- unstressed
syllables, if speakers of English articulated it very carefully with
release, so that foreigners could perceive it. But the-medial .

consonants ere usually not lengthened and in any event they would not
need to be lengthened to be audible, because they are admissible in
'Japanese (or language). So gemination of medial consonants
requires some other explanation.

What is peculiar about medial consonants is that they are some-
times gethinated and sometimes not, as the following data show:

. With gemination: .

English Japanese

CzIp21 'sipper' Cjippaa]
Crimp') 'flapper' Citurappaa]

'cutter'CkAtIl Ckattaa]
CLitY1 : 'shutter' Culottes]

C1413 'lucky' Craktii]
Ck1413 'cookie'. Ckukg11]



Without gemination:

English

Ckapi]
(EAU]
CcIkIn]

Japanese

'epl5y1. Ekopii3
'putty' (Este]
'chicken' Ccikiw]

19-

I have at the moment no clear idea of what stinguishes the two
classes of loan words.' Perhaps we have to nsider the influence of
spelling, which I totally neglected in this per. All the examples
I have found wlth the geminated medial consonant--except one (cookie)- -
have double letters (including ck for CIO) in English orthography.
But the loans-without the gemination of a medial consonant have either
a'single letter, as in gopay, or doubled ones, as in melt. So we .

could say that if borrowing is strictly from hearing, the medial
consonant would not be geminated, but that the borrowing of some words
is influenced by this spelling with double lettere r On the other hand,
perhaps we shouldn't totally give up looking for a phonetic explanation;
English-speaking children sometimes syllabify such rds as batter

ie

and zipper, (where a short vowel is followed by a sh rt consonant as
bat.terand xip.per. Further study of English phon tics might suggest

Ife

some explanation Po the way in which Japanese borrows such words.
The gemination f a word-finalsingle consonant discussed before

does not hold for s. As I mentioned in section 2.2, s constitutes the
optimal environment for vowel devoicing in Japanese. The high vowels
are usually deleted when they follow s and precede another voiceless
consonant or word boundary, in fast speech and often even at the normal
speed of speech. 'Han (1e3) mentions that when the final vowel is.deleted,
s is almost doubled in length. Thus the copula /desu/ comes out as
Cdes:]. This phenomenon may proVide some explanation for why Japanese
doesn't have a contrast between /-asun and /-sUM/I the- phonetic differ-
ence between overlong Css0 and.merely long Cs:] may be too subtle to
allow differentiation of words. At any rate..when Japanese borrows
words with -s#, phonetic similarity to English is guaranteed without k.

gemination, since /-sun (after the nativiZing4owel insertion discussed
in 2.2) is realized as Cs:) by vowel deletion plus the low-level process
of s lengthening.

One fact about the sibilants which I can't explain is that avvord
final s is geminated, even though s isn't: Ckm;;A3 .'cash' and Cpus;43
'push's Perhaps thishas to do with the fact that ;s and s contrast'
before a word-final high vowel, as in Cilai] 'one arrow'vs. Cal]
'doctor'.and Cinti] 'one kind' vs. Ci;A] 'dithient kind', whereas
plain os and s do not contrast in this position.

.

Finally, I have a few comments on the word- final. consonant clusters.
When the first C of CC! is s, there rao gemination;

CtLst] 'test' Ctestito]

C2est3 'last' Crastito]

CdLsk] 'desk' Cdesiku3
(mask] 'mask' CmasikU]

20
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. This is presumably the sate phenomenon as the failure of s'to geminate
discusied above. Contrast this case with that in which the C of
word-final sC.cluster is a liquid or a nasal: Here s is,geminated;
since the inserted u is not deroiced in this environment, no 'compensa-
tory lengthening' of s tikes place.

English

ChAs13
Clean]

In the case of a
could be explained in
single stop.

C;/ps3
Cloaks]

CmIk0
Maks]
Cslaks3

'hustle'

'lesion'

Japanese

Chassuru3
Creisua3

stop followed by s, the stop is geminated; This
the same way as the gemination of a word-fintl

4chips'
'socks' .

'mix'
'index'
'slacks'

'CUppusA3
CsokkusA3
EnikkusA3
CindekkusA3
CsurakkusA3

What I cannot explain at present about word-final banana*
clusters is that_neither consonant is geminated when both of them are
stops:

Ctskt]
Csekt3
CskrIpt3

2.4. Glides

'tact'
'sect'
'script'

Ctakuto3
Csekuto3

CsUkuriputo3.

It is 0011-known fact that the distribution of the glides w and
y is quitel:limited in Japanese. le occurs only before a, and y only

before u, o, and a. The restriction can be explained by postulating
the-following rules.

17. Glide deletion,

(A 0 4 (-back] / [back

(B)20 0

aback] 0 / aback I]

-low

That is, w becomes y before the front vowels, and then y is lost before
fend e, and w before u and 0.

Now I consider how an'-English sequence OV is treated when it in
introduced into Japanese. Since the-sequences wa, ya, yo, and yu are

'41
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admissible phonologital representations. they will be registered in
the lexicon as they are.

English

(vat]
Cya:n]
Cy0:10
(yue]

But since wi, we, wu. wo,
since there is no rule wh
sequences, we assume that
of rule 17 and are reels
application of rule 17.
originally had a GY segue
correct:

(wit]
(wet]
Cwvd]
Cwotll
(yellow]

CwIqk]
(weyv]
Evul]
(wok].
Eyes]
:CyIr]

()fist]

'watt'

'yarn/
'york'

'youth'

Japanese

Cwatto]
(yeas]
Cyooki]
Cyuusi]

,

yi, and ye are prohibited by rule 17, and
ch is dominated by 17.which can analyze these
they are registanmf in the lexicon in violation
d as i, e, u, 0, i and e,' respectively, by the
ut when we examine the loan words which .

ce, we dee'that-our prediction is not entirely,

'wit'
'wet'
'wood'

'wpter/
'yellow'
'wink'

'wave'
'wool'
'walk'

'yes'

'year'
'yeast'

-Cuitto]

Cuetto]
Cuddo]
Cuootaa]
Cierop3
Cuiqki]
Cueebu]
Cuuru]
Cuooki]
CiesA3
Ciyaa]
CiisAto]

1

As we expected, y before i and w before u are lost. But y and w in
the other environments are not deleted, but are instead vocalized as
i and u, respectively.' If our hypothesis is correct, there must be a
rule in Japanese which derives w from 'u and y from i which can be used
to analyze such sequences as wi, we, wo and ye and vocalize the glides
in them. There is one other fact which suggests the existence of such
a rule: there is a gap in the distribution of vowels, any sequence of
two vowels., being possible in a single morpheme, except *ia, *ea, *ua
and *oa. This gap in distribution, which looks accidental at first
glance, could be explained by postulating a rule that converts i and e
into y, and u and o into w, before a. It also suggests an explariation
for our presentproblem: that Japanese speakers reverse this rule by
expanding its environment so as to vocalize the glides in wi, we, yo
and ye. The Choice of i and u rather than e and o could be explained
by their closeness to y and w. But the problem still remains. I

aasumed that the analysis of inadmissible foreign forms was carried
out only when there are some rules in the native system which generate
them and which are dominated by the rules that prohibit them. But if '
there is a rule like

22
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Lily] lo. Closylll 141]

it is a dominant rule which conetrainstunderlying sentation.
iIt' is not dominated by any other rule. I cannot-expan:y this

dominant rule should bd reversed by expsniion ofitireivirenment (even-
to a high yowl from a low vowel in case of vi) fise.to vocalise the
glides. Why doesn't rule 17 apply to them? The process of the
vocalisation of the glides in certainasositi s is a preblem I must
leave for further study.21

3. Concluding remarks

I have discussed how certain nological procesabs of Japanese
work in the analysis and realise on of borrowed English words. The
numberof processes treated her- is very limited: many others have
-been left for future study.

Phonological theory mus provide an apparatus to describe the prgc s
of adopting foreign words, since they are treated with considerable
uniformity when they ere ;edified to conform to the native -system. T7 -

codsider ability to nativise loan words to Constitute I part of nguistic
competence.

.

Some of the results of this paper suggest that quite su e phonetic.
facts may have to be considered to explain borroiing. One of the .*

problems raised in a treatment of borrowing concerns pore(' ion. In
this'work, I have assumed that people can perceive any foreign sound,
but I think this assumption is obviously wrong in certain cement It is
very difficult for native Speakers of Japanese to hear the difference
between the 1 and r of English, whereas they,len heai the differende .

between apd s, although it is hard_for Japanese speakers to distinguish .

them in production. It seems to me that some rules control perception
more than other's, though I don't know how to characterise such rules at
present. That he glides y and w are lost onlyobefore i and u
respectively, but are vocalised in other positions, appears to have
something to do with perception. Speaking impressioniStically, it seems
to be very difficult for Japanese to hearAL y before i or a w before u.
Japanese speakers can perceive the'glides in other positions; though
they can't always produce them correctly. Here we have a significant
problem hibh needs much more research.

9 -
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Footnotes
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*This ie.& revised version of my M.A. thesis. I would like to
expreis m!deep gratitude to, my thesis - adviser, David-1. Stempe, for'
his suggestions, 'to which this thesis owes a great'deal; I also ;

would like:to express my thanks toArnold Zwicky and Patricia Miller
.

for their' help in completing this thesis. my thanks are also extended
to-Gaberell DrachMan and-Robert Jeffers for their.valueble comments..-4

1. Japanese has axe vowelok,,,characteriied as follows:
.

high low _took.

(-)
e

0
u

(-) +
(:)

2. X will refer to a ruleyiich generated a segment prohibited
by a Seceding rule as 'dominated' by the preceding rule. The
analysis of underlyingly inadnisiible foreign segments is carried out
only when there is a rule iii the native ,system which

generates them,and which is dominated by the rule which prohibits
them. ..

2
,

3. Sinci Japanese has onlY five
vowells replaced by-one of them. As
for vowels in any detiil, X list here
in examples in the body of'the text.
will be omitted as.long as it doesn't

vowels (see fn. 1), each English.'
am not talking about substitution

typical substituted which appedr
The process of vowel substitution
affect the discussion.

U 4' %AU

1r 4' U

0 0

'4, Disregard those segments in:the examples which are not
relevant to the present discussion. Some of them; such as vowels
inserted word=finally and geminate consonants, will be discussed later.
The slash over vowels denotes devoicing. Accent-will not be indicated
unless' it is crucial to,the discussion.

5. The capital N denotes a 'morn nasal', which sounds like a
continuation of the preceding vowel before a vowel or in word-final
position. In other pos1tions its. point of articulation is assimilated
to ,the following consonant.

6. G. Drachman has pointed out to me that the. velar stops are
not palatalized before a in British English; he suggests that-words
with plain verars before I, might'have come in from British Engliih.
But there are some words which were obviously borrowed from American
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A3-1 /
English, like

, . _

Cgasorin3 'gasoline' where the velirs
.

are not pal
in Japanese. There is still a possibility that such Verde Were
borrowed from a dialect in which the velars. are not palatalized
before .

can't neglect the possibility of Spelling pronunciation of
k lad g in this eivironment,-ae Julie Lovins has pointed out

to me. .

7. I have one example provided by Julie LovAas, where 'Co is ,

nativized as se rather than te: Csero3 'cello's `scI can ' t -explain this
in sit present scheme, because th4Lre is nd native rule which affricates
a voiceless sibilant. But'it is intereiti n we look at the
history of Japanese. Eideyo AriBaka (1957) has claimed that albilans '
in Modern Japanese were affricates in eighth ntury Japanese. If his
claim is.valid, the ancient process is going on here.

8. The more nasal is phonetically either afasal or a nasalized
segmentcolored by the surrounding segments. The more obstruent
is phonetical* the gemination of the following-obstruent,, The voice-.
less obstruents thatoin constitute the :pore obstruent are p,,t, k. and s.

9. . indicates a tyllable.boundary and a mirror-image rule.
10. .This rule shows up in the derivation of a class of0verbs.

/70)-tz/ yo -ta yon -ta yonta Cyonda3
'call' .

'past' 10 11

(The process of voicing. assimilation which derive] yonda from yonta
is tibt discussed in this paper.) The interrelation of voiced obstruents
and'nasality is also observed in.the Toohoku dialect where a word-medial
voiced obstruent is prenasalized

11. hotiee here that the voWOls.of two successive syllables are
' deleted. This is observed only in the environment of fricatives.

12. -0 seem= to a that so-called.devoicing In Japanese could be
considered deleti t just in fast'speech, but generally. The basic
phonetic differenc between the result of &voicing and that of syncope
seems to be no e existence of a vowel., but rather whether the

consonant befo a devoiced or syntopated vowel is released or not.
That is, the nsonant is'released when the follovin&vowel is devoiced,
but it is not when the vowel is syncopated. And I assume, as I discuss
later, that many words were borrowed from rather careful speech of
English, where the final consonant! is released. 'Thus the rule kf,
devoicing, rather than syncope, is used to cope with the word - -Thal
consonant,the' phonetic result of the former being closer to the
original Englia# sound, even though Japaesealso'has a rule of syncope-,

The rule of syncope in JapaneseAeletes high vowelsin certain
environments Pccawley, 115.03y. That is, the final -high vowels_of'
Sino- Japanese e-morphemes endinuin -ki,. -ku, -ti and atu are lostin
forming compounds when they are followed by: voiceless obstruents in
the case of -ti and -tu, by another k in the ease of -ki and -ku. Thus. .

butu-situ ssubstances,changes to butzitu, (eventually to Cbussitii3)
ti-non 'one slender object' to Atzidn Cippon34 gakukoo 'school' to
Cgakkpo3, etc.

The above discuseion-afthe nature okdevoicing is still speculatkire,
and I assume here that the fast speech,deletion rule is used io
nativize consonant flusters.or word-final consonants of Edglish.
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. 13. The high back vowel' u in Japanese is phonetically-somewhat :
centralized with very little lip rounding. has a quality beat,
transcribed as a. Sinee the-high-central.vowel A in the Munda
language Sore 4s also quite short (Stempel per al communication),
the fact that u is shbrter than i in Japanese may elated to its

ized qualit rounding.
1h. era a e few words whift-u is-inierted and t a 4 have

undergone iffrication:

Mahn '
cstt4emant3
c4t3
CkAtlIt 3

Cdrals3

'twist'
isettlelent.
"Shirt'
'cutlet'

'drawers'

Itsuis4to3
csetsurupe o
Csats0 "'s

Ckatsuretz0
Cdzuroos43

15. The accented syllable is the syllable which dontains the
last high-pitched more. Given ijs location, one can predict' thi
pitch of all moras of 'the wOrd. Cf. McCawley (133)...

16. Josephs giveq a number of rules which supplement the bdsic
iccentuatioqrule.which places theaccent:on the third- from -last more,
but some of them could be.eiplained by the fact that the-noralehich is
created by the vowel'.4nsertion is not accented.

17. The macron indicates the accented. syllable nucleus.
18. this aecoudt of ,English phonetics was provided me by Stampe.
.19. : indicates lengthening of the preceding consonant and '

iidicates releaie. .1

20. This is the same as rule Is in section 2.1.
21. There is one interesting related fact about glides. All the

OV combinations except vu' and yi are attested at a stage in-the history
of Japanese. And all of them, again except wu and yi, still exist in
some dialects (soma dialects' in Okinawa have ,vu and yi, but they are
innovations from wo and,y4). Notice that and __A are the environmen
where w and y, respectively, are lost in borrowing.

%
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